The list of registered establishments eligible to export meat and meat product from
Update on 23/09/2021
No

Name

Approval No

1 Open Joint Stock Company «Turbaslinskie broiler»

RU-002/ZK01011

2 LLC “Ptitsefabrika Akashevskaya”

RU-012/YP23903

3

Limited Liability Company “Meat-processing plant
RU-013/LD04098
“Atyashevsky” (Short name: LLC “MPK “Atyashevsky”)

4

Myasokobinat JSC firma "Agrocomplex" to them.N.
And Tkachev

5 JSC firma "Agrocompleks" name N. I. Tkachev

RU-023/LR00857

RU-023/TJ03169

6

LLC “Stavropolskiy broiler” branch
Myasoptitsekombinat “Blagodarnenskiy”

RU-026/AX01232

7

LLC <<Stavropolskiy broiler>>, branch
<<Myasoptitsekombinat<<Nevinnomysskiy>>

RU-026/LB00895

Russia

Address
Species
47 Sotsialisticheskaya St./ 453431
Blagoveschensk town, Blagoveschensk
Chicken
district, Bashkortostan Republic, Russian
Federation
425226, Russian Federation, Mari El Republic,
Medvedevsky district, Yubileynyy settlement, Chicken
Proizvodstvennaya street, 22

431800, Russian Federation Mordovia
Republic, Atyashevo region, workers town
Atyashevo

Russian Federation, Krasnodar region,
Vyselkovskiy district, V. Vyselki, Stepnaya
str., 1.
353100, Russian Federation, Krasnodar
territory, Vyselkovskiy district, Vyselki
village, Stepnaya, 5
356420, Russian Federation, Stavropol region,
Blagodarnenskiy district, Blagodarniy,
Vokzalnaya St., 37
357111, Russian Federation, Stavropol
Region, Nevinnomyssk, Matrosova St., 10

Swine

Chilled and frozen chicken meat and chicken
meat products
Frozen poultry meat and poultry meat products/
homemade chicken:”parts of boneless frozen
carcasses; Frozen hearts, liver and fats
Frozen pork meat: tenderloin boneless, belly
bone-in rind-on, belly sigle-ribbed rind-on,
shoulder boneless, leg boneless, loin bone-in
rindless, collar boneless, loin ribs, belly ribs,
riblets, fat, jowls, pork trimming, pork byproducts: diaphragm, esophagus, feet, ear flap,
tail, snout, tongue, mask, head, liver, heart,
kidney
Beef meat

Poultry

Poultry meat and meat products, fat, feet

Chicken

Frozen whole chicken/chicken parts and chicken
meat products; chicken by-products

Chicken

RU-026/UU25949

356000, Russian Federation, Stavropol
Territory, Novoaleksandrovsky district,
Novoaleksandrovsk city, Pushkin street, 8A

Poultry

9 LLC “APK” PROMAGRO”

RU-031/BU04490

Russian Federation, Belgorod Region, Stary
Oskol, Kotel station, Stroitelnaya site,
industrial hub, Sh-5 passage, building No.5

Swine

RU-031/FE23285

309276, Russian Federation, Belgorod region,
Shebekino district, within Donets CJSC
Poultry
territory boundaries, to the south-west from
Polyana settlement
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Products registered for export to Vietnam

Bovine

8 LLC Novprodukt

10 “BFS LLC “Production Group” Separate subdivision“

to Vietnam

Frozen whole chicken/chicken parts, frozen
chicken by-products
Frozen whole/parts chicken meat and chicken
meat products; chicken by-products: heart, liver,
neck, feet; Frozen deboned and non-deboned
turkey parts, Frozen turkey hearts, livers,
necks
Chilled/frozen pork meat and pork meat
products; Chilled/frozen pork meat and pork-by
products: leg, aorta, spleen, larynx, esophagus,
liver, kidneys, hearts, trachea, earsm tail,
diaphragm, tounge, pork belly, pork fat, bones
Frozen chicken meat and chicken by-products:
breasts, fillet, wing, thigh, drumstick, soup set,
liver, heart, head, paw

No

Name
Limited Liability Company Belgorodskie
11 Granulirovannye Korma Poultry slaughterhouse and
deep processing plan (Belgrankorm LLC)
12

Belgorod Granular Feeds Limited Liability Company
Short name: Belgrankorm LLC PPZ and GPS and KRS)

13 LLC “MPZ Agro-Belogorye”

Approval No
RU-031/KN03601

RU-031/LT02282

RU-031/ST01738

Address
Species
Russian Federation Belgorod region, Rakityansky distric, Rakit-noye village, VasiChicken
lievskoe shosse, 1
5, Vasilyevskoe shose, Rakitnoye Settlement.
Rakitnoye Districts, Belgorod region, Russian Swine
Federation
Legal address: Russian Federation, Belgorod
region, Belgorod, 308019, Voroshilova St. 2 b.
Actual manufacturing address: Russian
Federation, 309061, Belgorod region,
Swine
Yakovlevsky district, Bykovskoe rural
settlement, Krapivenskie Dvory, Magistralnaya
St., 109.

Products registered for export to Vietnam
Broiler chicken meat and chicken meat products;
chicken by-products
Semi-finished meat products: frozen-ham, chuck,
neck, shank, undercut, loin, rib, breast, hock,
frozen pork tails, pork feet, pork ears, bones
1. Frozen meat products in the industrial and
consumer vacuum packaging
2. Frozen meat products in blocks
3. Frozen pork by-products packed in blocks
4. Frozen pork by-products, vacuum-packed
5. Frozen pork raw casings in blocks
Chilled/frozen pork meat bone in/boneless and
pork meat products, dumplings, sausages,
minced meat, burger patties, marinated pork;

14

Closed Joint Stock Company “Svinokomplex Korocha”.
RU-031/UR01668
Short name: CJSC “SK Korocha

Russian Federation, 309220, Belgorod region,
Korochansky district, the territory of CJSC SK Swine
Korocha

15

AO "Prioskolie" workshop N o 2 of the poultry
slaughter and processing plant N o 2

RU-031/VM03456

309615, Russian Federation, Belgorod
region, Novooskolsky district, Holki station

16

Limited Liability Company "Bryanskiy broiler".
Short name: LLC "Bryanskiy broiler"

RU-032/DL03369

Russian Federation, Bryansk region, Vygonichi
district, Vygonichi settlement, 39 km. highway Poultry
M-13, building 1
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Poultry

Pork by-products: diaphragm, hind feet, front
feet, ear, tail, snout, tongue, brain, aorta, liver,
heart, mask, head, back rind, leg rind, mix rind,
belly rind, kidney, bones, cartilage, soft bones,
tendons, pork fat, bladder, spleen, udder, lips,
salted casings.
Pork meat and pork by-products: pork meat, pork
fat, pork rind, melted pork fat, pork semi-finished
products, frozen meat semi-finished in dough,
assorted meat semi-finished; offal salted
(casing): dried or in brine, bones
Chicken meat, chicken by-products: broiler
chicken carcass eviscerated; semi finished
products from broiler chicken meat: quarters,
breasts, drumstick, thighs, chicken wings, neck,
medallion fillets, and fillets.
Semi-finished products for chakhokhili and
kebab, set for soup, set for ragout, set for
broth, set to stewing. Chicken liver, heart, feet,
shin
Fresh, frozen, Poultry and Poultry product,
Poultry offals.

No

Name

Approval No

17

Limited Liability Company "Bryansk Meat Company".
Short name: LLC "Bryansk Meat Company"

18

Joint Stock Company "Chicken Kingdom" (JSC "Chicken
RU-036/MD03866
Kingdom")

RU-032/FQ03256

19 LLC “Zarechnoe”

RU-036/ZD03688

20 Limited Liability Company “Pticefabrika v Belousovo”

RU-040/QU00574

Address

Species

Russian Federation, Bryansk region, Vygonichi
district, Vygonichi settlement, 39 km. highway Bovine
M-13, building 2

4 Festivalnaya street, Liski Area, Voronezh
Chicken
Region, Russian Federation, 397903
396024, Oktyabrskaya St., Vlg. Stupino,
Ramon District, Voronezh Region 396024,
Bovine
Russia
249160, Russian Federation, Vorobievsky s/s,
Chicken
Zhukovsky district, Kaluga

21 LLC Kurgansky meat –processing factory “Standart

RU-045/AB03625

RF, 640007, Kurganskaya region, Kurgan city,
Bovine
Nekrasova st.,1

21 LLC Kurgansky meat –processing factory “Standart

RU-045/AB03625

RF, 640007, Kurganskaya region, Kurgan city,
Poultry
Nekrasova st.,1

22

LLC Kurskij Myasopererabatyvayushhij Zavod, Separate
RU-046/FQ03831
division No.I.

Russian Federation, Kurskaya oblast, 307174,
Zheleznogorsk, ul. Voinov-Internatsionalistov, Swine
7/1
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Products registered for export to Vietnam
Chilled/frozen beef/veal meat bone in/boneless
and beef/veal meat products, dumplings,
sausages, minced meat, burger patties,
marinated beef.
Beef/veal by-products: membranes, skirt,
diaphragm, feet, car, tail, tongue, aorta, liver,
heart, kidney, bones, tendons, beef fat, lips,
salted casings.
Chilled/frozen chicken meat; chilled/frozen
chicken by-products; chicken fats
Chilled/Frozen beef/veal meat and beef producsts
Frozen chicken meat and chicken meat products
1. Meat canned food. Stewed meat (beef)
2. Meat canned food. Cut meat (beef).
3. Meat canned food of by-products (beef byproducts).
4. Lump meat canned food (beef).
5. Paste meat canned food (beef, beef byproducts).
6. Meat and vegetable canned food (beef).
7. Meat and vegetable canned food. Special
porridge. Camp porridge (beef).
8. Sterilized first and second dinner dishes (beef,
by-products).
9. Sterilized meat and vegetable canned food.
Paste “Rossiyskie” (beef, beef by-products)
1. Meat canned food. Stewed meat (chicken).
2. Ham meat canned food (turkey, chicken,
broiler meat).
3. Meat canned food-Meat Rossiyskoe (turkey,
chicken, broiler).
4. Poultry meat in its own juice (chicken, turkey,
duck).
5. Sterilized first and second dinner dishes
(chicken, chicken by-products).
6. Sterilized meat and vegetable canned food.
Paste “Rossiyskie” (poultry fat).
Pork meat and pork by-products: pork fat, pork
rind, pork semi-finished products, bones, offal
salted (casing): dried or in brine.

No

Name

Approval No

23 Miratorg-Kursk LLC

RU-046/HL38169

24 LLC “Meat factory “Gatchinskiy”

RU-047/KG03971

24 LLC “Meat factory “Gatchinskiy”

RU-047/KG03971

25 JSC “Poultry Production “Severnaya”

RU-047LP02092

Address

Russian Federation, Kursk region,
Oktyabrsky district, Chernitsyno,
Chernitsynsky village council, Building 2,
housing 1

188340, Leningrad region, Gatchinsky
district, Taitsy, Ushakovskaya str., build 7.
188340, Leningrad region, Gatchinsky
district, p. Taitsy, st. Ushakovskaya, 7
Leningrad region, Kirovsk district, Road to
Sinyavinskie Vysoty from Kola motorway,
building 1A

Species

Swine

Swine
Poultry

Poultry meat and poultry by-products

Chicken

Frozen/Chilled chicken meat and meat products,
chicken fats

Joint Stock Company “Cherkizovsky meat processing
26 plant”, Dankov branch
Short name: JSC “CMPP”, Dankov branch

RU-048/GF03915

Russian Federation 399851, Lipetsk region,
Dankov district, Dankov city, Zaitsev str., bld
10

27 Limited liability company “Pushkinskiy myasnoy dvor”

RU-050/DM00555

Russian Federation, 141201, Moscow region,
Pushkino, Sokolovskaya str., possession 23,
Swine
building 1

27 Limited liability company “Pushkinskiy myasnoy dvor”

RU-050/DM00555

28 “ExProd” Ltd

RU-050/HS31529

29 Logro LLC

RU-050/HV14468

Moscow region, Klinsky distrct,
Novoshchapovo, str. Centralnaya, 57

Chicken

Limited liability company “Belgrankorm Veliky
Novgorod” (LLC “Belgrankorm Veliky Novgorod”)
30
production of slaughtering and deep processing of
poultry (New Rakhino)

RU-053/KA02962

Russia, Novgorod region, Krestetsky district,
d., New Rakhino, d 106A

Chicken

Swine

Russian Federation, 141201, Moscow region,
Pushkino, Sokolovskaya str., possession 23,
Bovine
building 1
143006, Moscow region, Odintsovo,
Poultry
Trasportnyi proezd, 1.
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Products registered for export to Vietnam
Food products / pork meat pelmeni;
Food products/ dumpling with pork;
Food products / semi-finished pork products;
Food products / vareniki, manti, pelmeni,
dumplings;
Meat and meat products / pork meat;
Meat and meat products / pork meat and pork
offals;
Meat and meat products / pork offals and fat
Meat and meat products / meat and edible offals,
salted, in brine, dried, smoked
Frozen pork meat and pork meat by-products:
legs, tails, ear flap, skin

Frozen pork and pork by-products, front pork
feet, frozen pork leg boneless, frozen pork belly
boneless rindless, frozen pork belly boneless rind
on, frozen pork ears, frozen pork tails, bones
Chilled/Frozen pork meat bone in/boneless, meat
products; Pork by-products: diaphragm, hind
feet, front feet, ear, tail, snout, tongue, brain,
aorta, liver, heart, mask, head, back rind, leg
rind, mix rind, belly rind, kidney, bones, cartilage,
soft bones, tendons, pork fat, spleen, udder, lips,
salted casings.
Chilled/Frozen beef on bone; chilled/frozen beef
boneless; beef fat; chilled/frozen beef hearts,
livers, kidneys
Frozen chicken and chicken by-products: Frozen
chicken thigh, drumsticks, wing, feet
Chilled/Frozen whole chicken and chicken parts:
chicken wing, chicken wing drummette, chicken
mid-joint wing, chicken wing tip, chicken feet
Chicken meat and chicken meat products,
chicken by-products

No

Name

31 OJSC “Velikonovgorods ky Myasnoy Dvor”

Approval No
RU-053/MZ03610

Address
Syrkovskoe highway, 25, Velikii Novgorod,
Novgorod region, 173008, Russian
Federation

Species
Swine

Products registered for export to Vietnam
Frozen pork meat; frozen pork liver, feet
1. Chicken meat: unseparated, parts of carcasses
unrolled, minced meat and mechanically deboned
meat.
2. Frozen chicken by-products.
3. Frozen chicken semi-finished products in
dough, Frozen semi-finished products and
chopped semi-finished chicken products.
Frozen/Chilled pork bone-in
and boneless meat: pork carcasses, pork sides,
pork cutsm tenderloin, loin, belly, collar legs,
shoulder, trimming ribs, loin ribs, spare ribs,
riblets with breastbone, riblet with neckbone,
hock; Pork offal and by products: tongue, tails,
ears, brains, head, snout, diaphragm, heart, liver,
kidney,
trimming, feet, cheek meat, rind, lips, mask,
aorta. Fat, back fat, cutting fat
Chilled/Frozen pork meat; Chilled/Frozen pork byproducts: brain, tongues, heart, liver, kidneys,
diaphragm, trimming meat, head, trachea, lungs,
weasand meat, throats, tail, ears, cheek
trimming, feet, skin; cured hog fat, fat a la
homemade, bones
Chilled/frozen pork meat and pork meat
products; Chilled/frozen pork-by products:
tongues, livers, heart, kidneys, meat trimmings,
diaphragm, aorta, trachea, esophagous meat,
head, ears, feet, cheek meat, skin, tails, bones

RU-054/LX03718

Evsino township, Iskitim district, Novosibirsk
region, 633220, Russia

Poultry

33 LLC "Kudryashovsky myasokombinat"

RU-054/UT01464

Russian Federation, 630511, Novosibirsk
region, Novosibirsk district, Krivodanovsky
village council,Krivodanovka village
Promishlennaya st.,19

Swine

34 "Selective-Hybrid Center" Vishnevsky "LLC

RU-056/DU00018

4600541, Russia Orenburg region, Orenburg
district, Zheleznodorozhny razyerd No 20, ul.
Druzhby 1/1

Swine

35 “Znamensky SGC” LLC “Slaughterhouse”

RU-057/TZ04468

Russian Federation, Oryol region, Kromskoy
district, Galaktionovsky village, Kutafinskoye
rural settlement

Swine

36 PenzaMolInvest, LLC

RU-058/DB02502

41 Lugovaya St., Village of Ovcharnoye,
Nizhnelomovskiy district, Penza region,
Russia, 442151

Poultry

Turkey meat and by-products: liver, heart,
gizzard, neck

RU-058/LV02545

178 B Austrin St., Penza, Penza region,
440015 Russian Federation

Swine

Frozen pork and pork by-products, front pork
feet, frozen pork leg boneless, frozen pork belly
boneless rindless, frozen pork belly boneless rind
on, frozen pork ears, frozen pork tails, bones

32 Join Stock Company Novosibirsk Poultry Factory

Joint Stock Company “Cherkizovsky meat processing
37 plant”, Penza branch
Short name: JSC “CMPP”, Penza branch
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No

Name

Approval No

Address

Species

RU-058/XQ01309

The Russian Federation, Penza Region,
Bessonovkiy District, Vasilievka Village, ul.
Tsentralnaya, 71

RU-060/GQ01489

17, Liteynaya Str., Velikie Luki, Pskov region,
Swine
the Russian Federation, 182111

40 Joint-stock company “Svinokompleks “Uralsky”

RU-066/TM28332

623530, Russian Federation, Sverdlovsk
region, Bogdanovichsky district, Volkovskoye
viliage, 6 km of the Volkovskoye-Ilyinskoye
road

41 Tokarevskaya ptitsefabrika OJSC

RU-068/FN03837

393550, Russian Federation, Tambov Region,
Tokarevskiy district, Tokarevka working
Chicken
village, Promzona St.

42 Limited Liability Company “Tambov Bacon”

RU-068/YX03743

1, ul. Pridorozhnaya, Borschevka, Tambov
district, Tambov Region, RF

43 JSC “Inzhavinskaya Ptitsefabrika”

RU-068/ZS04410

393310, Russian Federation, Tambov Region,
Inzhavino Area, Inzhavino vil., Poselkovaya
Chicken
St., 50

38

Joint-Stock Company "Vasiljevskaya poultry factory"
(Short name JSC "Vasiljevskaya PF")

39 OJSC Velikoluksky Miasokombinat

Poultry

Swine

Swine

Limited liability company “Dmitrogorsky meat
44 processing plant”
RU-069/EH01472
Short name: LLC “Dmitrogorsky meat processing plant”

171290, Russian Federation, Region of Tver,
Konakovsky district, v. Dmitrova Gora

Swine

45 Limited Liability Company Corall

Russian Federation Tver region, Bezhetsk
district, Shishkovskoye village, at territory of
Meat Processing Complex

Swine

70508, Russian Federation, Tver region,
Kalininsky district Zavolzhsky village, 1 V

Swine

RU-069/KX14227

46 “Zavolzhskiy meat combinate” Limited liability company RU-069/QZ02857
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Products registered for export to Vietnam
Frozen chicken meat, whole
chicken, drummette, three joint wings, two joint
wings, wing tips, drumstick, skinless
boneless thigh, boneless thigh skin on, skinless
boneless breast fillet, skinless breast fillet without
inner fillet, inner, leg quarter, legs skin
on, thigh with backbone, feet
Chilled/Frozen pork meat and meat products;
pork by-products and pork fats, pork ears, pork
legs, tails, bones
Frozen pork carcasses, pork sides, fat; frozen
pork offal and by-products: tongue, tails, ears,
brains, head, snout, diaphragm, heart, liver,
kidneys, trimming, feet, cheek meat, rind, lips,
mask, aorta, bones
Frozen whole chicken; Frozen chicken partsdeboned and non-deboned; Frozen chicken byproducts
Chilled/Frozen pork meat and meat products;
pork by-products and pork fats, pork ears, pork
feet, tails, snout, bones
Frozen whole chicken; Frozen chicken partsdeboned and non-deboned; Frozen chicken byproducts
1. Pork meat and pork by-products: pork meat,
pork fat, pork rind, melted pork fat, pork semifinished products, frozen meat semi-finished in
dough; bones
2. Offal salted (casing): dried or in brine;
3. Pork offal: liver, kidneys, heart, diaphragm,
legs, head, ears tongue;
4. Frozen dumplings, Frozen meat in dough;
Chilled/frozen pork meat and pork-by products:
tongue, brain, liver, heart, spleen, trachea, meat
trimming, thick skirt, head meat, cheek meat,
feet, tails, skin, snout, ear, aorta, bones
Frozen pork semi-finished
products; pork fat, frozen pork offal: liver,
kidneys, heart, trachea, diaphragm, feet, head
trimming, larynx, snouts, ears, tail, skin, bung,
aorta, tongue

No

Name

Approval No

Address

Species

47 LLC Mezheninovskaya Poultry Plant

RU-070/QJ01925

Kopylovo, 634537, Tomsk Oblast Russia

Chicken

48 JSC “Agrarian Group Meat Processing”

RU-070/TK03381

Russian Federation, 634009, Tomsk region,
Tomsk city, Nizhne-Lugovaya Street, 16

Swine

49 LLC “Meat company Astra”

RU-071/NA28517

50

Branch of JSC "Uralbroiler" "Rodnikovskiy
svinokompleks"

RU-074/XU01792

51 JSC “Yaroslavl Broiler”

RU-076/QA01875

52 JSC "DRUZHBA NARODOV NOVA"

RU-091/MN26529

Russian Federation Tula region, Efremov
district, v. Levshino
456660, Russia, Chelyabinsk region,
Krasnoarmeisky district, s. Miasskoe, 31st
km highway Chelyabinsk-Novosibirskslaughter processing complex (CPC)
Oktyabrsky settlement, Rybinsk district,
Yaroslavl region 152961
Russian Federation, republic of Crimea,
Krasnogvardeisky Region, Krasnogvardeyskoe
settlement, 7, Polevaya str.
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Swine

Products registered for export to Vietnam
Ready-made food products from chicken meat,
frozen chicken meat, chicken meat by-products,
cook-chill chicken meat products
Chilled/Frozen pork meat and meat products;
Pork by-products: tongue, tails, ears, brains,
head, snout, diaphragm, heart, liver, kidney,
trimmings, feet, rind, cheek meat, lips, mask,
aorta, pork fat, salted casing, bones
Frozen meat and meat products; pork offal:
legs, ears, tails; fat

Swine

Frozen pork meat, semi-finished meat frozen
pork, frozen pork by-products: ears, ear flaps,
aorta, feet, skin, mask

Poultry

Chicken meat and meat products. Chicken
offal: livers, hearts

Chicken

frozen chicken meat, broiler chicken wings and its
parts, chicken legs

